Loving the Divine Mother - Part 2
In the name of the ever-changing, ever-selftranscending Divine Mother, I call to my I Will
Be Presence to help me fully accept and embrace that I exist in the realm of Mother. Help
me experience and accept myself as pure Spirit,
who can never be confined to or limited by
anything in the world of Mother. Help me also
accept that everything in the world of Mother
comes from the same source as I. And thus, the
key to oneness with my Divine Father is to first
accept, embrace and come into oneness with
the Divine Mother, by accepting that I, too, am
an expression of the Mother.
I call for this invocation to be multiplied by
the entire Ascended Host, and then extended as
an opportunity to all people on Earth. In accordance with the vision of Christ, I call for the
resolution of the following conditions:
[Mention specific conditions.]
God is Alpha and Omega
God is Father, God is Mother,
through the Son, one with each other.
Oh separation is the lie,
the ego is the unseen tie.
Conditions are the subtle tools
to trap the unsuspecting fools.
All ownership a prison wall,
and thus we rise to heed the call.
Transcendence is the Master Key,
becoming MORE is liberty.
Surrender is abundant life,
surrender overcomes all strife.
We plunge ourselves into the stream,
fulfilling Heaven’s highest dream.
Christ vision keeps us on our course,
remembering our common Source.
In balance we will always grow,
remaining in the Sacred Flow.

We see the ONE beyond all form,
as oneness is the only norm.
Residing in the Sacred Space,
enveloped in Eternal Grace.
God is Father, God is Mother,
we see God in each other.
SECTION 1
1. I am filled with wonder, as I contemplate the
vastness of the universe with its multitudes of
galaxies, stars, solar systems and worlds within
worlds.
Refrain 1
Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.
Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.
Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your wonder
filling me.
2. I am filled with wonder, as I contemplate
how this infinite and infinitely complex universe, is so delicately balanced as to make it
one great symphony of life.
Repeat Refrain 1
3. I am filled with wonder, as I realize that this
superbly designed work of art, was conceived
by one mind, one supreme Being.
Repeat Refrain 1
4. I am filled with wonder, as I acknowledge
that a mind, which could conceive of such
beauty and complexity, surely could also conceive of a purpose for all self-aware beings in
its creation.
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Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.
Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.
Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your wonder
filling me.

SECTION 2
1. I am filled with acceptance, as I recognize
that my Creator has created the entire world of
form, in order to facilitate the journey of myself and all other self-aware beings.
Refrain 2
Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.
Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.

5. I am filled with wonder, as I perceive that I
am a localized extension of the mind of my
Creator, with the potential to attain the same
all-encompassing, non-localized self-awareness Infinite Mother, I am free,
as my Source.
in feeling your acceptance
filling me.
Repeat Refrain 1
2. I am filled with acceptance, as I ponder the
6. I am filled with wonder, as I realize my exis- fact that anything I encounter in this world of
tence is a grand journey, from a localized sense form, can become a stepping stone in my jourof self towards an all-embracing selfney towards greater self-awareness.
awareness.
Repeat Refrain 2
Repeat Refrain 1
3. I am filled with acceptance, as I realize that
7. I am filled with wonder, as I recognize that
no matter how limited might be the circummy existence in the world of form, the world of stances I have encountered, they can still help
Mother, has only one purpose, namely to facili- me expand my self-awareness.
tate my journey towards a more expanded selfawareness.
Repeat Refrain 2
Repeat Refrain 1

4. I am filled with acceptance, as I see that even
the most limited circumstances can be tran8. I am filled with wonder, as I realize that I
scended, by allowing the sense of self that
grow in self-awareness, by first identifying my- identifies itself with those circumstances to die.
self as being limited by a particular form, and
then transcending this sense of self, being reRepeat Refrain 2
born into a more expanded self-awareness.
Truly, I am a God in the making.
5. I am filled with acceptance, as I acknowledge that when I allow the old self to die, I will
Repeat Refrain 1
be reborn into a self-awareness that is closer to
my Source.
Repeat Refrain 2
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6. I am filled with acceptance, as I see that the
world of form is not my enemy, and it does not
truly oppose my growth.
Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.

Refrain 3
Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.
Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.

Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.

Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your clarity
filling me.

Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your acceptance
filling me.
7. I am filled with acceptance, as I understand
that the world of form presents me with limiting circumstances, precisely to give me an opportunity to transcend my limited sense of self.
Repeat Refrain 2
8. I am filled with acceptance, as I fully embrace the realization, that the world of the
Mother does not want to limit or punish me.
Instead, the Mother presents me with opportunity after opportunity to be reborn into a
greater self-awareness.
Repeat Refrain 2
SECTION 3
1. My identity body is filled with clarity, as I
recognize that as an extension of the unbound
self-awareness of my Creator, I can never truly
be limited by anything in this world of form. I
am truly a free Spirit, who has the right to be
who I will be at any moment.

2. My identity body is filled with clarity, as I
see that I can only feel limited, when I no
longer identify myself as an unbound Spirit,
but instead identify myself as a separate self,
that is defined by conditions in form.
Repeat Refrain 3
3. My identity body is filled with clarity, as I
acknowledge that my free will allows me to
identify myself as anything I choose, and that
any identity I have created, gives me an opportunity to experience the world from a particular
vantage point.
Repeat Refrain 3
4. My identity body is filled with clarity, as I
perceive that any identity is only a filter,
through which my pure awareness is experiencing the world of form. Thus, no identity can
truly change the pure awareness that I AM.
Repeat Refrain 3
5. My identity body is filled with clarity, as I
realize that I can, at any time, free myself from
any identity I have created, by letting my limited sense of self die and returning to the pure
awareness that I AM.
Repeat Refrain 3
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6. My identity body is filled with clarity, as I
understand that transcending a limited sense of
self is not a matter of understanding something.
For what understands is the separate mind, and
that is precisely what has defined the separate
self.
Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.

Refrain 4
Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.
Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.
Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your wisdom
filling me.

Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.

2. My mental body is filled with wisdom, as I
recognize that my thoughts have become a
closed system, a closed mental box, that is imprisoning my unbound Spirit in a gilded cage.

Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your clarity
filling me.

Repeat Refrain 4
7. My identity body is filled with clarity, as I
recognize that overcoming a limited sense of
self, is a matter of being willing to let that self
die, without knowing what will appear in its
place.

3. My mental body is filled with wisdom, as I
realize how the separate mind has created an
incredibly complex thought system, which has
only one purpose, namely to justify its own existence.

Repeat Refrain 3
Repeat Refrain 4
8. My identity body is filled with clarity, as I
feel an inner determination to let my limited
self die, by allowing it to be dissolved in the
Supernova of Pure Awareness.

4. My mental body is filled with wisdom, as I
know that the separate mind wants me to believe, that I need it in order to interact with the
world of form.

Repeat Refrain 3
Repeat Refrain 4
SECTION 4
1. My mental body is filled with wisdom, as I
see that my mental body, my thought world,
has so far been dominated by the separate
mind, which can think only in terms of conditions.

5. My mental body is filled with wisdom, as I
recognize that the separate mind functions by
creating problems, and then making me think I
cannot be free until I have solved the problem.
Repeat Refrain 4
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6. My mental body is filled with wisdom, as I
recognize that my separate mind is an extension of a larger mind, which has created a veil
of illusion, that makes it seem like the world is
created as an epic struggle between good and
evil, and that I cannot be free from the struggle
until good wins.
Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.

Refrain 5
Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.
Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.
Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your peace
filling me.

Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.

2. My emotional body is filled with peace, as I
see that my true identity, my true being, is pure
awareness. Pure awareness does not come into
existence; it has no beginning and no end.

Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your wisdom
filling me.

Repeat Refrain 5

7. My mental body is filled with wisdom, as I
see that the emperor has nothing on. The epic
struggle has no reality whatsoever, in the
awareness of my Divine Father and my Divine
Mother.

3. My emotional body is filled with peace, as I
realize that even though my individualization
did have a beginning, even individualization
was not forced upon me by an external source.
Repeat Refrain 5

Repeat Refrain 4
4. My emotional body is filled with peace, as I
8. My mental body is filled with wisdom, as I
know that individualization was a choice made
feel an inner determination to let the separate
by Source. Yet Source is my source, and thus
mind die. I now see that I will never be free, as Source is I. Therefore, I made the choice to inlong as I think I have to win some ultimate bat- dividualize as me.
tle. I will be free only when I decide to walk
away from the struggle.
Repeat Refrain 5
Repeat Refrain 4
SECTION 5
1. My emotional body is filled with peace, as I
see that my emotions have been dominated by
hatred. This hatred was caused by me feeling,
that the Father had forced me into existence,
and that the Mother was forcing me to constantly struggle against conditions.

5. My emotional body is filled with peace, as I
acknowledge that it is only the separate mind,
that can feel it has been forced into existence.
Repeat Refrain 5
6. My emotional body is filled with peace, as I
recognize that I made the choice to create the
separate mind, but when I stepped into it, I forgot that it was a result of my own choosing.
Repeat Refrain 5
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7. My emotional body is filled with peace, as I
see that after I identified myself as the separate
mind, I felt that existence had been forced upon
me by an external God. I even felt that the
separate mind had been forced upon me by this
god.

2. My physical body is filled with vitality, as I
see that I chose to take on a physical body, because I saw that being in a body of the Mother,
gives me a unique opportunity to expand my
self-awareness.
Repeat Refrain 6

Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.

3. My physical body is filled with vitality, as I
recognize that my body is not limiting my
Spirit. It gives me an opportunity to demonstrate that Spirit can never be bound by matter,
and this expands my self-awareness and might
even inspire others.

Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.
Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your peace
filling me.

Repeat Refrain 6

8. My emotional body is filled with peace, as I
take back my power to choose, and thus I feel
the inner determination to let all hatred of the
separate mind, be consumed in the eternal fires
of pure, unconditional love.
Repeat Refrain 5
SECTION 6
1. My physical body is filled with vitality, as I
acknowledge that I was not forced to be in a
physical body.
Refrain 6
Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.
Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.
Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your vitality
filling me.

4. My physical body is filled with vitality, as I
recognize that what I have seen as the limitations of the body, are simply temporary projections of the collective consciousness of humankind.
Repeat Refrain 6
5. My physical body is filled with vitality, as I
see that no illness or limitation is ultimately
real, and thus it has no power to affect my selfawareness—unless I choose to allow it to do
so.
Repeat Refrain 6
6. My physical body is filled with vitality, as I
realize that the essential key to my liberation, is
to realize that the body is a product of the
higher levels of the mind. Thus, I do not have
to let my state of mind, be affected by the state
of the body.
Repeat Refrain 6
7. My physical body is filled with vitality, as I
understand that it is only the separate mind,
that thinks it should be affected by the body. As
unbound Spirit, my self-awareness is not
caused by the body.
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Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.

3. I am filled with gratitude, as I recognize that
it was this illusion that caused me to feel limited by the Mother, to feel hatred of the Mother.
I thought that the Mother was keeping me away
from my Father.

Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.

Repeat Refrain 7

Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your vitality
filling me.

4. I am filled with gratitude, as I see how this
caused me to go into a blind alley, in which I
was thinking that in order to be truly spiritual, I
had to withdraw from the Mother, even seek to
kill all influence of the Mother in my life.

8. My physical body is filled with vitality, as I
recognize that my self-awareness is determined
exclusively by choices I make. Thus, I feel the Repeat Refrain 7
inner determination to let the self based on the
physical body die, so that the body can be re5. I am filled with gratitude, as I recognize that
born into perfect health and vitality.
the Mother is not separated from the Father; it
is an expression of the Father. And given that I
Repeat Refrain 6
too am an expression of the Father, I too am
part of the world of Mother.
SECTION 7.
1. I am filled with gratitude, as I realize that the
ultimate illusion of the separate self, is that the
Mother is separated from the Father, that matter
is separated from Spirit.
Refrain 7
Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.

6. I am filled with gratitude, as I acknowledge
that, given that I am part of the Mother, I cannot attain oneness with my Father by withdrawing from or resenting the Mother.
Repeat Refrain 7
7. I am filled with gratitude, as I see that I can
attain oneness with the Father, only by fully
embracing myself as the Divine Mother. It is
not by withdrawing from the world, but by embracing my life in this world as the key to my
growth, that I will attain oneness with my
Source.

Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.
Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your gratitude
filling me.

Repeat Refrain 7

2. I am filled with gratitude, as I see that I had
come to believe in the illusion, that as long as I
am in the world of form, I cannot experience
oneness with my Source.
Repeat Refrain 7

Repeat Refrain 7

8. I am filled with gratitude, as I realize that
resenting the Mother, only reinforces the illusion created by the separate self. Thus, I feel an
inner determination to let this self die, and be
reborn into a self-awareness as the Divine
Mother in action.
Repeat Refrain 7
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SECTION 8
1. I am filled with luminosity, as I realize that
every form in the world of Mother, is made
from one substance, namely the Ma-ter light.
Refrain 8
Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.
Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.
Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your luminosity
filling me.

6. I am filled with luminosity, as I recognize
that by accepting my true identity as an expression of the Father, individualized as Mother, I
can fulfill my original design and have dominion over the Earth, instead of allowing the
Earth to have dominion over my selfawareness.
Repeat Refrain 8
7. I am filled with luminosity, as I recognize
that the key is to never accept any conditions
on Earth as being real or being beyond change.
I realize that neither the Father, nor the Mother,
nor my Self are objects that can be understood
through the separate mind. Reality can be
known only through an experience of oneness.

2. I am filled with luminosity, as I see that the
Repeat Refrain 8
Ma-ter light, is an expression of the formless
Creator. Thus, it is truly beyond form, but it has 8. I am filled with luminosity, as I see that the
the potential to take on any form.
Ma-ter light can as easily outpicture a higher
vision as the present conditions. Thus, I feel the
Repeat Refrain 8
inner determination to let the limited self die,
and be reborn into a higher self-awareness, that
3. I am filled with luminosity, as I recognize
is then projected unto the Ma-ter light.
that any form outpictured by the Ma-ter light, is
the result of a mental image projected upon the Repeat Refrain 8
Ma-ter light.
SECTION 9
1. I am filled with wONEder, as I experience
the unbound love of the Divine Mother, in al4. I am filled with luminosity, as I understand
how all of the limiting forms seen on Earth, are lowing self-aware beings to do with her body
as they see fit.
projected through the separate mind, and its
vision of a struggle between separate objects.
Refrain 9
Infinite Mother, I am free
Repeat Refrain 8
in feeling you
one with me.
5. I am filled with luminosity, as I realize that
when I disidentify myself from the separate
Infinite Mother, I set free,
self, my pure awareness will no longer see itself, as being bound or limited by these projec- all forms that have
affected me.
tions of the separate mind.
Repeat Refrain 8

Repeat Refrain 8

Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your wONEder
filling me.
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2. I am filled with wONEder, as I experience
the unbound love of the Divine Mother, in allowing self-aware beings to project any image
unto the Ma-ter light, vowing to always take on
the form, regardless of how limited.

I stop projecting images through the separate
self, at that moment the Mother will stop giving
me limited circumstances.

Infinite Mother, I am free
in feeling you
one with me.

7. I am filled with wONEder, as I experience
the unbound love of the Divine Mother, in realizing that the Mother has never seen herself,
nor me, as separated from Source. Thus, the
moment I stop seeing the Mother and myself
through the filter of the separate mind, at that
moment the entire world of Mother will instantly respond to support me.

Infinite Mother, I set free,
all forms that have
affected me.
Infinite Mother, I am free,
in feeling your wONEder
filling me.

Repeat Refrain 9

Repeat Refrain 9

3. I am filled with wONEder, as I experience
the unbound love of the Divine Mother, in
never judging anyone, but simply allowing
them to learn in their own way, by reflecting
back what they project out.
Repeat Refrain 9
4. I am filled with wONEder, as I experience
the unbound love of the Divine Mother, in seeing how the Mother has never opposed or punished me, but has truly supported my experimentation with free will with her unconditional
love and acceptance.

8. I am filled with wONEder, as I experience
the unbound love of the Divine Mother, in seeing that it is up to me to take back my power to
choose, so that I can choose to separate myself
from the separate mind. I now feel the inner
determination to let my separate identity die,
and I accept that I am reborn in the ONEness
that I AM.
Repeat Refrain 9
God is Alpha and Omega
God is Father, God is Mother,
through the Son, one with each other.

Oh separation is the lie,
the ego is the unseen tie.
Conditions are the subtle tools
5. I am filled with wONEder, as I experience
the unbound love of the Divine Mother, in real- to trap the unsuspecting fools.
izing that the Mother has never done anything
to me. I am the one who has done something to All ownership a prison wall,
and thus we rise to heed the call.
myself, by projecting images upon the Ma-ter
Transcendence is the Master Key,
light that limited my self-awareness.
becoming MORE is liberty.
Repeat Refrain 9
Surrender is abundant life,
surrender overcomes all strife.
6. I am filled with wONEder, as I experience
the unbound love of the Divine Mother, in rec- We plunge ourselves into the stream,
fulfilling Heaven’s highest dream.
ognizing that the Mother will always reflect
back exactly what I send out. Thus, the moment
Repeat Refrain 9
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Christ vision keeps us on our course,
remembering our common Source.
In balance we will always grow,
remaining in the Sacred Flow.

greater levels of self-awareness. In oneness
with Mother, I am free to be the Living Spirit in
this world.

We see the ONE beyond all form,
as oneness is the only norm.
Residing in the Sacred Space,
enveloped in Eternal Grace.
God is Father, God is Mother,
we see God in each other.
OM MANI PADME HUM (9X, 33X or
144X)
Sealing:
Beloved Spiritual Father and beloved Spiritual
Mother, I declare that I fully accept myself as
the Father expressing itself as Mother. Thus, I
embrace myself as being the Divine Mother,
and I accept any condition I encounter in the
world of form as a supreme opportunity to
grow in self-awareness.
I vow to no longer seek to withdraw from
life as I encounter it on Earth. I vow to embrace
life, and to use any condition I encounter as an
opportunity to demonstrate that I AM Spirit,
and as such I am unbound by any condition.
Yet I also vow that instead of running away
from conditions, I will go fully into them and
see them as simply hiding the Ma-ter light and
its source as unbound Spirit. Thus, I vow to see
God behind all manifestations, and in that vision attain freedom from the illusion that any
condition can limit the Spirit that I AM.
I accept that I am sealed in the infinite love
of my Creator and the nurturing love of the
Mother of God. Beloved Mother Mary, I am in
full acceptance that I am living in the Mother,
and that no thing in the Mother can separate me
from my Father. I am in oneness with you, and
in that oneness I find peace from the sense of
struggle. I am experiencing your sense of
wONEder in knowing you are one with all life.
Thus, I know the entire universe is united in
supporting my growth towards infinitely
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